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Date 

 
Name 
Address 
Telephone 
Email 
  
  
Name of Editor 
Journal Name 
  

Dear Dr/Prof/etc … 

 

I am contacting you on behalf of the Ethics-In-Action Working Group, a group of 
academics, practitioners and other professionals who are concerned with promoting 
greater ethical transparency, reflection, and critique within the academic journal 
publishing process. 

We are inviting you to be part of our simple yet effective change, which – if widely 
adopted – could be the start of a more profound paradigm shift in how academic 
discourse is conducted. 

Specifically, we would like to draw your attention to the current lack of emphasis 
given to ethical discoveries within academic journal articles. Our goal is to get as 
many journals as possible to adjust their abstract guidelines to require authors to 
include a statement for a new heading ‘Ethical Insights’. This sentence should 
clearly articulate any ethical considerations, discoveries or achievements made 
during the study. We provide two examples of this in action at the bottom of our 
letter. This adjustment of abstract guidelines will proactively encourage authors to 
consider the importance of ethical issues and will promote their ethical discoveries 
for the readership to reflect upon. 

A number of Editors from international journals have already provided their 
expression of interest to take part. At this stage we are only asking for Editors to 
provide an expression of interest, which we will treat anonymously. Once we have 
20+ journals on-board we will reach out again to form an action plan. 

 
Thank you for your consideration. 

 
Respectfully yours, 

 

Dr Becky Inkster 

On behalf of the Ethics-In-Action Working Group: 

https://www.beckyinkster.com/ethicsinaction 
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Example 1 - Background: A computer scientist performing an automated headcount 
analysis used images containing identifiable facial features of thousands of people 
attending a popular outdoor festival. This level of detail was not necessary for study 
purposes the scientist created an algorithm to remove facial features. This action 
helped to preserve the privacy of individuals in the data (and coincidently reduced data 
storage size and costs). The face-scrubbing algorithm was submitted to the journal as 
supplementary open access material for others scientists as a reusable resource. 
Sentence in abstract: 

“Ethical Insights: We created an open access algorithm to remove identifiable facial 
features from our data to preserve the privacy of individuals. We did not keep any data 

that was not used to meet our study objective.” 

Example 2 - Background: A group of researchers faced an ethical dilemma when 
analysing publically available Twitter data that was posted by a gang leader who was 
murdered. The researchers were conflicted by views of wanting to respect the 
deceased’s unknown views and privacy and yet also wanted to support members of 
the community to understand how gang violence operates through social media. The 
research team came up with a novel ethical solution, which was  to seek ‘community 
consent’ in the absence of individual consent. They achieved this by hosting a face-to-
face, in-the-community event to discuss their research goals and ask the community 
whether or not they collectively consented to this work being carried out. Sentence in 
abstract: 

“Ethical Insights: To ensure we acted ethically in the absence of consent for this 
highly sensitive situation, we held a community engagement event to discuss our 

research and we co-established ‘community consent’ to carry out our assessments.” 

	  


